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In the fall of 2021, the University of Nebraska-Lincoln put on a production of A
Midsummer night’s dream. I am Nathan Alexander and I designed and built the
properties used in the show. This thesis will discuss my design process as well as my
construction process throughout this production. My writing serves as a reference to
the collaborative process of theatre, and you will find as you read on that a large
amount of my designs did not make it into the final production. This did not discourage
me, instead it motivated me to discover what this show wanted to become and
sometimes you must carve away at what it is not in order to see that. I would like to
thank my advisors for seeing me through to the end. I would like to thank my family for
always supporting me. And I would like to thank my friends for always being there for
me.
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For the University of Nebraska/ Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s 2021 production of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream, I held the title of designer for properties. My responsibility
was designing and providing every object which each actor required in the play; my
design charge also included any additional properties beyond stipulations in the script
yet were necessary for the production. I also accepted the obligation to construct some
scenic units as well as set dressings. My first duty was to read the script thoroughly, to
analyze its technical demands, and then to discuss my concepts with the rest of the
design team. For this production, my concept was essentially “making do with what you
have” as a result of the dilemmas which the Covid-19 pandemic placed upon us. These
dilemmas I will discuss in subsequent paragraphs, along with the efforts I expended in
constructing properties. My plan was to make their appearance clear from the materials
I had used to make them. This clarity of appearance was a fundamental aesthetic
consideration of the entire production: to build something as if I were not a skilled
maker. That approach did not mean sloppy or haphazard execution of properties; it was
instead to reinforce the play’s characters, who according to the play’s action had to
build properties from materials with which they were familiar in their daily lives.
That approach furthermore did not mean the “daily lives” in ancient Athens, where
Shakespeare had originally set the play. It was instead an approach that complemented
the “contemporary” look which director Christina Kirk wanted for the production.
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My props process
Designing and curating properties for the stage has been my area of interest since I
started my undergraduate degree. In my collegiate and graduate educational career, I
have seized opportunities to develop not only a design process for properties but also a
technical process in creating and building them. When I begin work on a show the first
thing, I typically do is create the props list and in consultation with the designers I
assemble a packet of research images. That packet we usually refer to as “the props
bible.” That packet helps to determine and document what I need to buy, what I need to
make, and what I can pull from stock. Under usual circumstances I spend my first
workday examining, evaluating, and finally pulling props from storage. The Johnny
Carson School prop storage facility is housed in the entire attic on the fourth floor and
half the basement of the Temple Building. In those locations, props for productions
from the previous sixty years await further deployment.
I often imagine the props in storage speaking to each other, usually in terms of
hope to take their places once again onstage, bathing in the warmth of numerous light
cues, allowing both student and professional actors to handle, grasp, caress, of even
demolish them according to the production’s requirements. What conversations they
must have! Swords and other weapons have probably enjoyed the longest careers of
any, followed by furniture, wall clocks, and other set dressings. Among the props still
waiting for a revival are no doubt “period props,” such as phonographs, dial telephones,
and typewriters. Some props seem also to have feuds among themselves, which often
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result in misplaced ashtrays, flashlights, combs, cups, and saucers. Throughout its
history, theatre has been an intensely competitive undertaking, so it seems natural to
me that props in storage fight each other for prominence. Some props go missing for
years.
It is therefore incredibly important that any theatre that confers graduate
degrees or has professional aspirations have a large props storage facility. Without it,
the acquisition and curation of props becomes inordinately expensive. A decent, wellorganized props facility saves time and money, while lending itself to the technical
process of aggregating a master list of props for every show. I have been fortunate in my
three years here at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, because both the
aforementioned attic and basement are dedicated solely to props storage. I have as a
result assembled a veritable catalogue of hand props, furniture, lighting fixtures,
decorative floral arrangements, and many items with which I am familiar and whose
location I can quickly identify. My familiarity with the props inventory in the Johnny
Carson School allowed me in one afternoon to assemble props possibilities. Based on
that assembly of props I began to search for other possibilities online. The third
endeavor of this process is shopping.
Lincoln, Nebraska has a wealth of thrift stores and antique shops, probably a
result of the city’s status as a state capital. Lincoln has historically enjoyed a high
employment rate, due not only to state jobs, but also to businesses which serve the
state, or in this case, serve me as a props curator. Those business run the gamut from
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animal cages to water fountains, and just about everything else in between: ancient
basketballs, cigarette cases, detached steam radiators, perfume vaporizers, toasters,
and umbrellas—just for starters. People move to Lincoln for several reasons beyond
employment, and when they move here, they often shop for cheap yet usable things
they left behind. This kind of dynamic initiates demand, and supply comes usually from
individuals who have good salaries that allow them periodically to “upgrade.” The
culture for donating or reselling belongings is highly valued, even sacred here in
Nebraska, so it is not hard to go to an antique store and find just the right thing a props
designer need. Indeed, we are among the major beneficiaries of this dynamic.
A lot of my job as a props designer is putting myself into the mind and heart of
the character who needs a prop, then determining what kind of prop the character
might possess, then finding, buying, or otherwise acquiring that prop in keeping with
the overall aesthetic conceit of the production. That equation stimulates and
encourages the work of props curation, because most antiques look lived in already and
I always want something that has a little wear and tear on it, unless otherwise specified.
A prop takes on a character of its own if it has a few bruises.
After I have gone through the acquisition phase, I consult my mater list to
reevaluate what needs to be made. This “construction schedule” involves the longest
process of the entire endeavor, so one should never underestimate the time required
for its completion. It is always best to initiate work on it as soon as possible. Though I
have listed these phases in order, they must overlap; the process will otherwise take
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much too long. The construction phase also requires a decent amount of concurrent
shopping, because materials will be needed for specific tasks. One may indeed define
the construction phase as a combination of the buying and pulling phases, because one
often will need to buy materials or pull materials from what one has on hand. It is also a
possibility that the construction phase may involve pulling a prop from stock, then
modifying it to fit the needs of the show. Such modification is a good example of
“overlapping phases” as I have described it. If a prop’s construction has a large number
of specifications and size requirements, it is necessary to create a draft that denotes any
and all size requirements as well as functions. Finally, it is essential to know how the
actor will use the prop so that a “mockup” can fill in until the actual prop is constructed.

The Concept
Our version of A Midsummer Night’s Dream was to take place within a contemporary
milieu. In meetings prior to the production process with director Christina Kirk (who was
also the director of the Johnny Carson School), we discussed how she had embraced the
idea of recycled materials and the reuse and/or repurpose of “old” things which one
might find in a thrift store or even a junkyard. The task before me was therefore how
best to translate A Midsummer Night’s Dream into the modern era so that recycled
materials were more recognizable. From my vantage point that meant characters used
cell phones and had backpacks with brands available at the supermarket. During this
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initial phase our discussion led to “How recycled do we want to go?” The same question
pervaded considerations of distressing and making deconstructed art. One must ask,
“How far do you take such a concept?” Christina Kirk liked the idea of people of the
forest using tools and weapons made from the human world’s garbage. Then came a
discussion about how much trash to put in the forest. For some reason, our director
decided to introduce a concept of climate change into the mix additional to the concept
idea of utilizing garbage. I set my imagination to work, thinking about what this
climatically distressed forest might contain. The scenic designer and Master of Fine Arts
degree candidate Grace Trudeau had designed the forest, but my job was to ornament
it. Yet in our first meeting Grace clearly did not like the idea of ornamenting or dressing
the forest with trash. I therefore began to walk a fine line between respecting her
wishes while also paying attention to the direction Christina wanted to take. I threw out
the idea of trash strewn about and instead returned to the needs of the script. For
example, we needed a seating arrangement in the forest. That arrangement might, I
believed, communicate the “throw-away” idea I had initially conceived. I opted for
several empty oil barrels flattened on one side, enabling characters to sit on them
horizontally. They were rusty, old, and decrepit; to me, such dilapidation communicated
entities designed for a specific purpose (shipping and containing oil) that were now
thrown away and forgotten. They now had new breath as something entirely new and
separate. I also acquired several bean bags that I put into large black trash bags to be
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used as bean bag chairs. They toned down the “trash aspect” of seating and replaced it
onstage with a more subtle and quirky idea of using trash only when necessary.
Properties and their creation in the Carson School have always been a
collaborative effort, since properties are an important element in the design of almost
every show. Collaboration nevertheless does not always result in completion. Properties
must first of all accord with the play’s action and the character’s motivation. They must
likewise conform with the overall design concept of a show. This particular show was no
exception. I have done A Midsummer Night’s Dream production several times, and in my
experience, some things become the responsibility of set design or costume design;
sometimes there have been separate properties departments, but delegation of labor
especially for the props department is always a unique situation because the definition
of a prop is fluid and seemingly ever changing. For this show, the ass’s head became the
responsibility of costumes to build. This show required me to work primarily with the
costume department, perhaps because the play-within-the-play convention presented
so many “property challenges.”

The Play-Within-the-Play
That play is “The Most Lamentable Comedy and Most Cruel Death of Pyramus
and Thisbe.” The legend of Pyramus and Thisbe dates at least from ancient Rome as an
episode in Ovid’s Metamorphoses. The work dates from about 8 A.D., but since the story
takes place in ancient Babylon, many scholars and historians assume that the original
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source predates Ovid’s by around two millennia.1 The episode features a pair of lovers
(named Pyramus and Thisbe) who live next door to each other but whose parents forbid
their meeting. A hole in the wall between their two houses provides them their sole
means of communicating with each other, and those meetings soon blossom into
passionate affection. Their romance ends tragically, as mistaken identity results in a
double suicide. Other works of literature feature their legend, among them passages in
Giovanni Boccaccio’s Decameron (1353), Geoffrey Chaucer’s The Legend of Good
Women (ca. 1380), and there is reason to believe that Shakespeare may have read
them. Some scholars believe that the “star-crossed lovers” theme influenced
Shakespeare in 1597, when he wrote Romeo and Juliet soon after A Midsummer Night’s
Dream had premiered.2 The Italian opera composer Giuseppe Antonio Brescianello
(1690-1758) wrote an opera in 1718 titled La Tisbe (1718) that was enjoyed only one
performance but more noteworthy versions include that of François Francoeur (16981787) and François Rebel (1701-1775), who in 1726 premiered their “lyric tragedy”
titled Pirame et Thisbée in Paris. In Vienna, composer Johann Adolph Hasse (1699-1783)
composed a serious opera in 1768 based on the story, titled Piramo e Tisbe. The most
widely seen version in the 20th century was by The Beatles in 1964, when the “Fab Four”
adapted the story for a television performance featuring Paul McCartney as Pyramus,

1

John F. Miller and Carole Newlands, A Handbook to the Reception of Ovid (Malden, MA: Wiley Blackwell,
2014) 38-39.
2
Dorothea Keller, “A Midsummer Night's Dream: Bibliographic Survey of the Criticism,” A Midsummer
Night's Dream: Critical Essays. Ed. Dorothea Keller (New York: Garland, 1998) 3-76.
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John Lennon as Thisbe, with George Harrison and Ringo Starr as hangers-on. There have
been literally dozens of other renditions, attesting perhaps to the ongoing interest in
“star-crossed” lovers. Yet the version in A Midsummer Night’s Dream has retained its
popularity, perhaps because it is of such ludicrously poor quality, but more likely
because Shakespeare inserted his version of it into his otherwise delightful comedy,
which premiered in about 1596. Shakespeare’s portrayal of the unfortunate pair takes
place in Act V of A Midsummer Night’s Dream, featuring “rude mechanicals,” a name
which Puck assigns them in Act III. They are mechanical laborers of some kind, but for
the comic purposes of the play they are utterly incompetent actors. Their leader is Peter
Quince, who is also the author of “The Most Lamentable Comedy and Most Cruel Death
of Pyramus and Thisbe,” which the group will perform at court for the wedding of
Theseus (Duke of Athens) and Hippolyta (Queen of the Amazons). My properties
appeared mostly in the performance of this play-within-the-play, and for that purpose I
worked closely with the show’s costume designer, third-year graduate student Hali Liles.
Her main assignment for “The Most Lamentable Comedy and Most Cruel Death of
Pyramus and Thisbe” included the design both of what the workers wore prior to Act V,
and then the design of costumes for their performances in the-play-within-the-play.

My tasks included the provision of a toolbox for each mechanical and supplying
all the props for their mini production. Their tools had to look as if they were products
of distinctly non-skilled hands. The construction axiom I used for their tools was the
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aforementioned concept of “do what you can with what you have.” If, for example, a
mechanical needed a sword, I built one out of PVC pipe and a flashlight. Then I left it
unpainted. I wanted it to read as something primitive yet imaginative, something useful
but ludicrous, something mundane yet also theatrical and recognizable as such. Another
example of the “do what you can with what you have” motif was “the moon “. I bought
a ring light, which is a gadget that became popular as Zoom meetings3 began to take the
place of in-person meetings during the pandemic. The main purpose of a ring light is to
lessen shadow and diffuse light evenly on the subject. Because it distributes light
(usually created by a light-emitting diode) so evenly, it is most suitable for video
situations in which participants at meetings need to look good. The light is unobtrusively
flattering in “close up” situations. But there are no close-ups in theatre! The device
functioned instead as an abstract, somewhat goofy representation of the moon, under
which Pyramus and Thisbe meet. I collaborated with Assistant Professor-Lighting Design
Michelle Harvey about what kind of ring light was best suited for our purposes and we
found a dimmable wireless ring light that resembled the one Hali Liles depicted in her
costume rendering.

“Zoom” is the proprietary video teleconferencing software of Zoom Video Communications, created and
owned by the Chinese engineer Zheng Yuan. He became an American citizen in 2007 and took the name
“Eric Yuan. In 2011, he developed the software used for Zoom and began marketing it in 2012. During the
pandemic, its use expanded exponentially, causing the company’s value on various stock markets to
increase by about a hundredfold. The increase led to Zoom becoming the fifth most downloaded software
worldwide, at 477 million downloads. During the pandemic, Zoom’s profits increased by about 4000%.
Yuan’s net worth now exceeds $16 billion, according to several sources, including Business Insider
Australia, Time Magazine, Financial Times, and Forbes Magazine.
3
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Commentary on Properties Created for this Production
Figure 1 of Props Bible
Third year graduate student Grace Trudeau’s scenic design called for two
concrete benches for the first part of her design set in Athens. Please see figure 1 in the
attached properties bible, which she generously provided to benefit my efforts building
the benches. The working needs for the benches included the accommodation of actors
for both sitting and standing. But the benches had to be lightweight enough to allow
student stagehands to strike them when needed. This production allowed for a very
minimal crew, so I had to take weight and materials into serious consideration before I
began the construction process. Only two stagehands were available to strike them, and
they had to manipulate them with ease. Thus, the original idea of oil drums (as stated
above) disappeared. I had the seat of each bench built as essentially a large rectangular
box sitting on two curved boxes. This approach gave the silhouette of a concrete bench
obviously constructed of lightweight half-inch plywood. After they were built, the crew
beveled their edges and covered all the surfaces with a concrete toned paint texture.

Figure 2.
Grace Trudeau also added planters to her scenic design, and I began to think
about materials best suited for their construction. The task intended for these planters
was to contain the ivy set dressing which spilled down the columns. (See figure 2.1
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depicting the column side of Graces scenic design). They served as a cornice to the
columns and provided a vessel for set dressing (Figure 2.2 is what the planters actually
looked like as opposed to Figure 2, which is the concept image for the planters).

Figure 3.
This is the iconic flower that Oberon orders Puck to go and find. This flower
triggers the miscommunication for the lovers with its magical powers. It was simple and
elegant, and I easily found a blossom that fulfilled this role. I originally, however, had
bigger plans for it. From the initial design meeting I wanted the flower to have practical
elements. For example, I wanted it to glow and even have fog emanating from it. I
wanted to have a firm grasp on the moment where Oberon is holding the flower in his
powerful hand and the purple light would radiate on his face as the fog rolls out from
the delicate pedals. By the time we got to dress rehearsals, however, the flower lost
both its glow and fog. Director Christina Kirk wanted it to be simpler, both in its
appearance and its stage functionality. (Figure 3 is the purple flower concept image
figure 3.1 is what the final flower actually looked like)
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Figure 4.
The moon has a substantial personality in Shakespeare’s script, and I wanted to
provide it with beneficial influence, much as Hali Liles had done with her costume design
of the character Robin Starveling, who plays Thisbe’s mother in the play-within-the-play.
In the course of this “play,” Robin Starveling introduces several of my properties
including the dog, the thornbush, and the moon. Since the production’s primary conceit
was its contemporary setting, our moon was translated into a ring light used for live
streaming and photography. Starveling in our rendition was a barber, and he justified
the use of a ring light because Starveling had access to equipment like a ring light as a
barber/stylist.

Figure 5.
This prop, “the glass flask” did not last long. My original thought for it came from
Oberon’s reference to the flower. He refers to the flower having “juice” and sends Puck
to drip it into the lovers’ eyes. The juice idea made me think that he needed a vessel to
transport this magical liquid. The problem with this idea, however, was that Oberon’s
character is in this production more or less on stage the entire show, so he would have
to carry this glass in his pocket for more than half the show. To make the “juice effect”
less complicated the action became merely squeezing the flower into their eyes.
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Figure 6.
This is the clip board that character Peter Quince uses to take notes and record
attendance of the rude mechanicals. Peter is a construction foreman, so I wanted to
provide him with a clipboard that looked as though it came right from a construction job
site. The clipboard, however, had a compartment under its hinged top (please see
Figure 6), the volume of which conveyed the idea that Peter had some authority over
the rude mechanicals. What did he keep within that hinged space?

Figure 7.
Within the space of the hinged clipboard was a single object, namely a pen. With
it, Peter at times was to use it as a baton, to give blocking notes to the rude
mechanicals. Yet it was the only object in the clipboard’s hinged compartment! The pen
as a symbol of authority thus did not need to have particular idiosyncrasies. Like the
empty volume inside the brains of many theatre directors (of whom Peter Quince was
one), the hinged compartment was void and almost vacant. The pen was the
compartment’s sole occupant. It proved useless to its user Peter Quince, and provided
no inspiration to the actors, nor did it have any ideas of its own.
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Figure 8.
The lead pipe was an addition from the outset of the design process and
materialized almost simultaneously without warnings about the pandemic’s outbreak.
The pipe was initially to be 6 feet in length and director Peter Quince was to separate
the actors with it, keeping them six feet apart (in accordance with mandates from
various “health service offices” at the time). As rehearsals progressed, however, it
became ever more cumbersome and ultimately inartistic. The actors in the scene
stopped using it after a while and I cut it from the production. In some visual way, the
pipe possessed a strange and unforeseen connection to the pandemic; in its absence
from the production, it testified to some of the overwrought reactions to Covid-19,
many of which are now completely forgotten.

Figure 9.
This displays the play’s imaginary cover for Pyramus and Thisbe, the play-withina-play in Act V. The cover in Figure 9 was from an older publication of the play that I
found online. The intent behind this prop was to give something to the rude
mechanicals, with which they rehearsed their lines. The characters received copies of
the Pyramus and Thisbe script with that idea in mind, but that led to many
conversations with Christina Kirk, hoping to resolve the question about how the
characters were to use their scripts. Were they going to use a normal printed script? Or
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were they to use phones to bring us into the modern era? In performance, they ended
up having phones as added props, but they still used the printed scripts as intended.

Figure 10.
This set of props presented a big challenge, because I needed visual material to
help me communicate “tool ideas” to the other designers and to my team of artisans. I
wanted to give the rude mechanicals tools to indicate and identify what their jobs were,
but I didn’t want them just carrying around piles of useless junk with them. Ultimately,
they really just needed toolboxes specific to their occupations. There was never a need
for them to pull out tools.

Figure 11.
My aforementioned challenge with the mechanicals and their tools was also a
challenge likewise to provide the fairies with things to play with. I had originally
imagined that they would all have “fairy instruments” and weapons made out of
recycled materials, but there were no instances in the play for them to use any of that
stuff. I thus went with the “tool buckets” idea, which allowed the audience at least to
see their tools, even if the mechanicals did not have a chance to use them. The buckets
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added color, and the numerous handles of the tools afforded audiences’ familiar
reminders of the tradesman’s requirements.

Figure 12.
This old-fashioned carpenters’ folding ruler was similar to the lead pipe to
denote the 6-foot joke that was supposed to run through the production. I chose this
one not only because Peter Quince as a carpenter would own one, but also because the
comic effect of watching him unfold the long wooden ruler might emphasize his
complete brainlessness. He has set himself as the leader of the rude mechanicals and
the director of their little play, but in truth he has (like many theatre directors) no idea
what he’s doing. The ruler unfortunately shared the same fate as the lead pipe: disuse
and ultimately removal from the production.

Figure 13.
This depiction of fairy bows and arrows derived from Oberon’s line “and loosed
his love shaft smartly from his bow” in Act II Scene 1. The reference to Cupid’s bow and
shooting arrows from other bows appears several times throughout the show. The first
reference comes right at the very beginning (in Act I Scene 1), when Hippolyta states,
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“And then the moon, like to a silver bow/New-bent in heaven, shall behold the night/Of
our solemnities.” Hermia’s line “My good Lysander! /I swear to thee, by Cupid's
strongest bow/By his best arrow with the golden head” comes soon thereafter. At the
end of Act I, Bottom warns Peter Quince with “Enough! Hold or cut bow-strings.” In Act
III, Oberon tells Puck, “Cupid . . . loosed his love-shaft smartly from his bow/As it should
pierce a hundred thousand hearts.” In Scene 2 of Act II, Puck responds to Oberon with
“I go, I go; look how I go/Swifter than arrow from the Tartar's bow.”
The bows in this production, however, were coat hangers. This conceit had its
basis in the humor of “Making do with what I had,” as did the arrow shafts made of
plastic straws, with arrowheads and fletching’s made of old credit cards. Utterly
disposable, yet visually playful in the hands of fairies.

Figure 14.
.

This magnificent, four-valved trumpet was originally to appear towards the end

of the play, when all the lovers emerge from the forest and fall asleep at the main
entrance gate to the city of Athens. My thought was that Philostrate, who is Theseus’
assistant, would emerge from off stage with a trumpet to wake the sleeping lovers. We
opted for using a lighting effect to depict the sun rising, and the lovers awakened with
light instead of trumpet fanfares.
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Figure 15.
The play-within-a-play comes up for discussion throughout the play, so I thought
it would be interesting to decorate the set with ever more show posters as the play
proceeded. I feel as though I didn’t pitch this idea as soon as I should have; it would
have had, I believe, a refreshing impact on the scenic design as a whole.

Figure 16.
The thornbush was one of the first of the play within a play props. Thorns and
thornbushes appear frequently in the script: “the rose distill'd,/that which withering on
the virgin thorn grows” (Theseus); “When wheat is green, when hawthorn buds appear”
(Helena); “You spotted snakes with double tongue/Thorny hedgehogs, be not seen
(Fairy chorus); “One must come in with a bush of thorns/and say he comes to disfigure .
. . the person of Moonshine” (Peter Quince); “For briers and thorns at their apparel
snatch./Some sleeves, some hats, from yielders all things catch” (Puck); “This man, with
lanthorn, dog, and bush of thorn/Presenteth Moonshine; for, if you will know/By
moonshine did these lovers think no scorn” (Theseus). I created the thornbush from a
mess of cut and thrown-away electrical wiring. Its basis was the conceit of “do what you
can with what you have” and yet the wires (as visible in Figure 16 displayed an intriguing
class of colors, and the cut-off ends of copper caught the light at times, creating a shiny
sparkling effect.
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Figure 17.
The dog was actually where I started with this show. I began to assemble this
prop in the shop about 30 minutes after the first production meeting and by the second
meeting I showed it completed. Everybody seemed to fall in love with it. And what’s
not to love about this garbage-can canine, complete with red nose and googly eyes? At
the time I created it, I viewed this dog as a kind of blueprint for displaying how I was
going to construct the rest of the props in the show. It was almost like some people
who take their dogs for out a walk as a means of meeting other people. I have noticed
that dog owner’s love to talk about their dogs when out for a walk, and in this case the
dog suggested a dozen possibilities for light, non-serious conversation—even though
few people would want to pet or scratch him. Too bad—he looks like he might
appreciate at little human attention.

Figure 18.
I created Pyramus’ sword long after I finished the dog, but I conceptualized it
that same day after the first production meeting. This prop was one of many which was
enjoyable to make because I related it to the mechanicals more than I did any of the
other characters. The mechanicals are, after all, artisans in their own right and I began
to feel a kinship with them. This sword represents a “less is more” descant on the
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theme of making do with what you can. Note that it consists of only three parts, and it
furthermore looks like somebody put it together in haste. Yet it is solid and survived five
dress rehearsals along with ten live performances. Pyramus’ sword thus offers respect
to the mechanicals, who liked to think of themselves as tough, capable, and simple. Not
simplistic, just simple.

Figure 19.
I previously mentioned that our rendition of A Midsummer Night’s Dream takes
place in modern times and that some of these props look like they came from Walmart.
The backpacks depicted in Figure 19 did exactly that. They were for the four lovers in
the show; I gave them each a backpack that ranged anywhere from a schoolbook bag to
a backpacking adventure model. I then filled them each with a thick blanket to add just
enough weight and fill to make them look stuffed and heavy, ready for an adventure out
in the woods which might include a need for a place to lie down and partake in the
pleasures only love can offer.

Figure 20.
The tree stumps went from being an afterthought on my to-do list and then they
became my most popular props of all that I created for this show. I constructed them
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out of real logs reclaimed from Christina Kirks property near Seward, Nebraska and I
firmly secured them to a wooden base. Around the base I laid some AstroTurf that was
left over from Grace Trudeau’s set decoration. I then decorated the stumps with moss,
dandelions, and other weeds to make them look overgrown. I ended up investing far
more time in the stumps than I had anticipated, but the reward of praise from the
actors’ reactions to the stumps made it all worthwhile. They actually cheered when the
crew brought them in, as if they were huge birthday cakes with dancing girls hidden
inside! Some of the actors even came up with their own nicknames for the stumps
including “Stumpy” and “Ted.” The stumps became my favorites of all the Midsummer
props, though I never uttered such favoritism to the other props. As far as they knew,
they were all my preferred treasures. They still feel that way, awaiting their next
appearance as they while away their time in prop storage.

Figure 21.
The aforementioned oil drum benches were an addition I made after a few
design meetings. By the time I came into discussions of finalizing the scenic design, it
had become clear that the oil drums were incompatible with Grace Trudeau’s
perception of ancient Athens. She had, in her original sketches, visualized two concrete
benches. These oil drum benches were an attempt to mirror the city of Athens within
the forest beyond the city limits.
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Figure 22.
During our very first design meetings, we talked about having places for the
actors to sit when they were in the woods. I mentioned the idea of putting Trudeaudesigned trash in the forest, and my design solution for this idea was to construct trash
bags in such a way that actors might sit on them as bean bag chairs. My first impression
of the fairies in A Midsummer Night’s Dream was that they were analogous to free
spirited teenagers who, though loyal to Hippolyta, were also getting into their own sorts
of trouble. The trash bag bean bags were a way for me to furnish their ideal college
dorm furniture in the woods.
Creating Art during the Pandemic
We started working on A Midsummer Night’s Dream at the beginning of the
Covid-19 pandemic. I can remember being in the theatre with my fellow grad students
as our next season was announced; none of us were wearing masks nor had any idea of
what was about to descend on our entire department. This emergency situation took
place during the second semester of my graduate career, and while we had heard
rumors that the University was shutting down, none of us were sure about anything.
The rules seemed to change every day and there was no clear direction in which we
were to devote our collective efforts. We had our next season announced to us, but we
were now worried about even finishing this season.
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In March of 2020 we were working on the musical Pippin, which graduate
student Emma Hoffbauer was to design as her thesis show. On March 17, university
officials advised us to clean, pack, and store everything, then go home. We didn’t know
when or if we would ever be able to come back but all university business switched to
online transactions. Such a transformation on short notice was a challenge, to say the
very least. We did not return to in-person work in the Howell Theatre until August 2020.
We still had the right if we chose to stay at home and self-quarantine. Our classes were
for the most part online, but as a graduate student, I needed to fulfil the responsibilities
of my assistantship and work my contractually obligated 19.6 hours of shop time every
week. The fall of 2020 thus became an unusually quiet semester, and I rarely if ever saw
my professors and the other graduate students. Our shows were postponed until the
spring semester, so we had the whole semester to focus on the two shows that
remained on the Nebraska Rep’ schedule, namely Dracula and A Midsummer Night’s
Dream. Over the summer I had completed a full props design which director Christina
Kirk and designer Trudeau had approved. Yet the approvals seemed somewhat
transitory and even theoretical. My perception of the situation was being told I had
done a good job without any sort of criticism or collaboration. I knew that my design
needed something more, but there was no way to know what that need was without
seeing it rehearsed on stage. A massive part of the props design process is seeing how
the actors handle what you have provided them. What I had learned during the
pandemic shutdown provided little that was helpful. What I needed was more design
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time. I would ideally have had more time to see the actors rehearse and then provide
them what they needed, based on the choices they had decided to make on stage. I was
given almost two years to design A Midsummer Night’s Dream, yet most of the decision
making happened within the last two weeks before opening. During winter break of
2020, my advisor Associate Professor JD Madsen announced to my department that we
were only producing Dracula during the spring semester and that A Midsummer Night’s
dream was postponed yet another semester. During the spring of 2021 our prime focus
was on Dracula. It had been a year at this point since Covid-19 arrived in Lincoln and by
this time we finally had pandemic protocols. The university required every graduate
student to get tested weekly; if you missed a test or tested positive then your building
access was denied. The university also stipulated that we download the “Safer
Communities” application onto our smartphones; that application attested to our
pandemic status through saliva-test analysis. Those with the title of “Building Monitor”
also had the right to ask to see our building status at any time. For the Carson School of
Theatre and Film this requirement meant that anytime you entered the theatre for
rehearsal you had to have your building status presented to the stage manager who was
also our building monitor. Face masks were a constant requirement. During the spring
of 2021 we put Dracula on the stage without a live audience. We instead filmed it and
live streamed it through the university website. This actually gave my family an
opportunity to see a show that I had done, an opportunity they had not enjoyed since I
left home. After we struck Dracula, I was able to focus solely on my class work and on
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the upcoming year, my third and final period of residence at the University of Nebraska.
During my advising session with JD Madsen, we talked about how my third year might
take shape, and during that discussion he also asked me if I would consider taking a
fourth year. The pandemic for most people took an entire year of education away from
the students, and he suggested I consider taking a fourth year so that I can take that
year back. I thought about it, and I decided against it. Even though the education I got in
my second year was not what I initially signed up for, I learned a lot about creating a
staged performance that is ready to be filmed. I also learned a significant amount about
managing a shop and leading a team while operating under the burden of uncertainty
and possible hazard. During that advising session we also discussed what my thesis
show might be, and he suggested I make it A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Conclusion
During my three years here at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln I have learned
much, grown as a person, and have developed skills as an artisan far in excess of what I
had imagined for myself. Graduate school has taught me how to solve problems under
severe stress and immense adversity. When I first arrived at this university, I had just
received my undergraduate degree, and I remember feeling like I knew everything there
was to know in my field of study. That illusion soon faded, even within weeks of my first
year. In my second year, I was humbled by the experience of teaching college students
who were at the same level I was at only a short time prior. I saw my past self in them,
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and I was able to empathize with my previous professors; they had seen me at my
greenest, and yet still they had been patient with me.
Patience is something I have tried to bring to the University of Nebraska in
Lincoln. I learned to be patient with other students and apply what I have learned to
myself. I had a lot learn. I see now that I am able to do what only a few short years ago
would have been a nightmare. My time here has provided me with an excellent
opportunity to hone my craft and to form a strategy on how best to use my acquired
skills after I graduate. I want to run my own shop and create things. That is why I am so
thankful for the opportunity I had here because I understand so many more techniques
and materials. I can furthermore use tools that I had never heard of before, I can speak
critically about a work of art and have the language to do so. I might not know what I
want to be now that I have a degree, but at least I know the right path to follow. The
man who recruited me to come to Nebraska was assistant professor Mitch Critel, whom
I met in Chicago during the University Resident Theatre Association recruiting event.
Mitch skipped past my information online, but he came to my table when he saw what I
could make. At my table I had created a massive Iron Giant (please refer to Figure 23 in
the Appendix.) that held photos of my work. You couldn’t miss it! His advice to me was
to “maintain the course” and that is just what I plan to do. The journey of a student is
when you reach the ability to challenge and maybe even disagree with your teachers
and in my time here, I have watched my relationship with some of my professors go
from mentor to colleague and professional consultant. I highly value the education I
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have received here and in my personal growth as a student I have been able to witness
my own perspective change and understand why my mentors had me undergo certain
challenges. Moving forward I anticipate that my relationship to my mentors will remain
a resource and a supportive foothold as I enter the professional industry of theatre.
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The Appendix

Figure 1

Figure 1.1
Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Photography by Eddy Aldana.

Figure 2
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Figure 2.1
Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Photography by Eddy Aldana. Actor pictured: Mia Hilt

Figure 3

Figure 3.1
Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Photography by Eddy Aldana. Actor pictured: Mia Hilt
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Figure 4

Figure 4.1
Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Photography by Eddy Aldana. Actor pictured: Mon Darter

Figure 5
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Figure 6

Figure 6.1
Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Photography by Eddy Aldana. Actor pictured: Anna Braxton

Figure 7
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Figure 8

Figure 8.1

Figure 9
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Figure 9.1
Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Photography by Eddy Aldana. Actors pictured: Mon Darter, Anna Braxton

Figure 10

Figure 10.1
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Figure 10.2

Figure 10.3

Figure 10.4
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Figure 10.5
Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Photography by Eddy Aldana. Actor pictured: Mon Darter

Figure 11

Figure 12
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Figure 13

Figure 14

Figure 15
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Figure 16

Figure 16.1
Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Photography by Eddy Aldana. Actor pictured: Mon Darter

Figure 17
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Figure 17.1
Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Photography by Eddy Aldana. Actor pictured: Mon Darter

Figure 18

Figure 18.1
Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Photography by Eddy Aldana. Actors pictured: Kent Joseph, Daniel Hernandez and
Rafael Untalan
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Figure 19

Figure 19.1
Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Photography by Eddy Aldana. Actors pictured: Will Hayes, Shay Jowers and
Francoise Traxler

Figure 20
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Figure 20.1
Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Photography by Eddy Aldana. Actor pictured: Matt Blom.

Figure 21

Figure 22
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Figure 23

